
Product Information

PRO BIG RED & SANITISER

DESCRIPTION

Pro Big Red is a safe, all-purpose non-caustic detergent & sanitiser suitable for cleaning, 
sanitising, and degreasing all food preparation surfaces and equipment. 

Pro Big Red is a heavy-duty industrial foaming detergent formulated for the removal of fat, 
grease, soil, dirt, animal and vegetable oils, carbon and most industrial soils. Pro Big Red is a 
clear red liquid and contains non-ionic and anionic surfactants as well as special degreasing 
additives and quat based sanitiser to give you extra protection from germs. 

APPLICATIONS  Pro Big Red can be used in a multiple of applications:  

1. Hard surfaces – Pro Big Red can be used for upholstery and hard surfaces.  

2. Kitchens - Dissolves all cooking oils and baked-on grime and is harmless to all surfaces and is free-rinsing. 
For degreasing around stoves and hot plates.  

3. Floors - For mopping of kitchen floors as well as maintenance of all floors where grime and dirt are a 
problem.  

4. Bathrooms - For the removal of body fats and build-up from bathroom areas.  

5. Pressure cleaners - For use in Gerni Jet and all types of pressure washers. Pro Big Red removes a variety of 
soils at low dilutions and provides good foam for cleaning vertical surfaces.  

6. Vehicles - including motor cycles, tractors and trucks for under bonnet as well as exterior and interior 
surfaces.  

7. Boats - An excellent deck cleaner and engine room degreaser.  

DIRECTIONS:

BIG RED can be applied by brush/mop to floors or spray and cloth to bench tops and equipment.

SPRAY AND WIPE CLEANING: Depending on Soiling 
1 part BIG RED to 80 parts water (10mls in a 750ml spray bottle) 



1 part BIG RED to 40 parts water (20mls in a 750ml spray bottle) 
Always best practice to rinse off all ford contact surfaces with potable water after use.

FEATURES             BENEFITS  

- Non-flammable water-based degreaser     Safer alternative to petroleum solvent types.

- Harmless to painted surfaces, plastic & vinyl Can be used on a wide range of surfaces.

- Free rinsing          Leaves a shiny streak free surface.

- Multipurpose degreaser       Can be diluted with water or solvents. 

- Added Sanitiser     Gives extra germ protection.

- AQIS approved          Approval for use in all food processing
   establishments.       

PACKAGING 

5L &  20L


